ABSTRACT Code Injection attacks such as SQL Injection and Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) are among the major threats for today's web applications and systems. This paper proposes CODDLE, a deep learning-based intrusion detection systems against web-based code injection attacks. CODDLE's main novelty consists in adopting a Convolutional Deep Neural Network and in improving its effectiveness via a tailored pre-processing stage which encodes SQL/XSS-related symbols into type/value pairs. Numerical experiments performed on real-world datasets for both SQL and XSS attacks show that, with an identical training and with a same neural network shape, CODDLE's type/value encoding improves the detection rate from a baseline of about 75% up to 95% accuracy, 99% precision, and a 92% recall value.
I. INTRODUCTION
In its yearly Top Ten List of Web Based Application Exploitation, the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) has often placed Code injection as the number one vulnerability [1] , i.e., as the main threat for web applications which need to interact with back-end databases for their operation. As a matter of fact, SQL Injection [2] and Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities were found in more than half of the web applications during a 2015-2016 scan conducted by Acunetix [3] . Several notable breaches were based on code injection techniques. An SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) was at the basis of the 2013 theft of 160 million credit card credentials from NASDAQ, Dow Jones, and 14 other high-level organizations, resulting in a 300 million USD financial damage [4] , [5] . The 2017 Equifax data breach [6] exploited a vulnerability in Apache Struts and exposed over 143 million American consumers' sensitive personal information. In 2017 [7] and 2018 [8] , the hosting provider Hetzner was targeted by two cyber attacks, one of which was an SQLIA with private customer information exposed. SQL injections can even be found in monitoring software and become publicly known vulnerabilities [9] .
Public accessibility of web-based applications makes them a popular target and one of the main channels to compromise security of systems and networks. In addition, the wide The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ahmed M. Elmisery. installation base makes both web applications and host systems (virtual environments, PCs, servers, IoT devices, ICS) a valuable target for computer and ICS malware that exploits web-related vulnerabilities to spread itself across external and internal networks. This applies to a variety of contexts, from public websites to corporate networks to ICS/SCADA which store command and control information in their databases, and hence where an intrusion via a web interface may even lead to the overall system control by the attacker [10] .
Defending against a code injection attack is a challenging task due to a number of stealth techniques that attackers have developed over time. Evasion techniques include, for instance, script and code encapsulation to bypass static filters (e.g., <scr<scr<script>ipt>ipt>), truncation [11] , encoding and decoding (base64, URL, etc.), usage of escape and comment symbols which may evade processing, and in more generality blind SQL injection with non-trivial syntax to exploit web applications with hidden database feedback. Moreover, detection is further complicated by syntax differences in SQL implementations (MySQL, MSSQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle, etc.). As a consequence, the effectiveness of statically pre-programmed detection and filtering countermeasures such as signatures or policies deployed into web application firewalls [12] or intrusion detection systems further supporting web traffic analysis (e.g. suitably programmed/configured SIEMs -security information and event management systems) is at stake against constantly VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ evolving attack vectors and techniques. At the same time, finding a static, one-size-fits-all, configuration, e.g. in the form of a-priori defined primitives or filters for processing HTTP/HTTPS requests, headers, and input field queries, is challenging due to the configuration/implementation differences in the underlying platforms deployed by multiple third-party vendors. Given the above, machine learning techniques have recently emerged as a natural way to accommodate the diversity of the specific deployments and the highly dynamic nature of the threats. While their motivation -learn from each specific deployment scenario -is indeed straightforward, techniques and architectural details are not. As discussed in the related work section, many state-of-the-art machine learning solutions (deep neural networks, Bayesian networks, decision forests, etc) have been duly adapted to cyber security scenarios and integrated into Web Application Firewalls [13] . Still, performance largely depends on the amount of training, and to the best of our knowledge, detection rate is often well below the ideal 100 percent target for detection of code injection attacks.
In this paper we present an approach which relies on Deep Neural Networks (more specifically, Convolutional Neural Networks -CNN) for detection of code injection attacks. We address the usually large training needs that characterize such types of networks, with a new data pre-processing technique which allows to significantly reduce the time (i.e. amount of data traffic) needed to configure and train the CNN. During the pre-processing phase, we detect and classify specific Code Injection sub-patterns. Based on this, we remove the part of the original (noisy) data and encode the remaining data comprising the query under analysis. Specifically, for each SQL code instruction, we further add a label indicating the type of command or symbol (e.g. Operator, Expression, Escape) rather than just delivering to the CNN the command or symbol itself. We then input the pre-processed traffic pattern into the CNN (in both training and detection phases). The proposed approach can be applied in generic web applications, IoT, ICS/SCADA, and CBRNe equipment that uses remote connection to webservices with the deployed databases or web application frameworks.
In more details, the specific contribution of the paper is the following:
• We propose and design CODDLE, a new approach for code injection detection which combines i) dataset preprocessing, which classifies and encodes sub-patterns, with ii) a convolutional neural network. CODDLE's key idea is to use a tailored pre-processing phase to remove unnecessary randomness in the data and add supplementary semantic labels, thus improving both training efficiency and detection accuracy.
• We further integrate in CODDLE local search techniques to automate the optimization of the shape and parameters of the employed Neural Network.
• We conduct experiments over two real world datasets (SQL and XSS), which show that CODDLE's original pre-processing approach is capable of significantly improving detection accuracy: for a same small-size training dataset, and with no changes in the CNN configuration, we outperform our initial indicators of about 75% accuracy up to performance figures in the order of 95% and more. Finally, it is fair to remark that CODDLE's improved detection performance, despite the very limited training requirements, does not come for free, but is achieved at the expense of supplementary domain-specific semantic knowledge, employed in the pre-processing stage. For this purpose, we support the implementation of the CODDLE's pre-processing policies as plug-ins, which can then be upgraded and/or replaced when dealing with different attack flavors.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II discusses related work. The necessary background information on code injection detection using deep learning is provided in section III. Section IV, the core of this paper, presents and discusses the proposed approach. The evaluation methodology is then described in section V, while numerical results are discussed in section VI. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Traditionally, code injection detection is done via static analysis and signature-based detection as well as design of the web application, so as to [14] :
• Analyse and validate queries before transmitting them to the back-end servers;
• Send users' input to the server with minimal permission privileges;
• Configure SQL Server software with the least necessary privileges. Recently, we have witnessed a boost in the proposal of machine learning approaches for cyber security, mainly fostered by the recent progresses in Deep Learning. Such techniques are certainly not new, and have been applied for long time in the fields of intrusion/anomaly detection. In what follows we restrict our attention to works specifically related to SQL/web attack detection, with special focus on those employing machine learning approaches. For a more comprehensive survey of code vulnerability types, SQL injection attack types and their detection methods and tools, including detection of vulnerable code in applications, the reader is encouraged to refer to one of the many recent surveys on related topics, for instance the 2017 surveys [15] and [16] .
A. MACHINE LEARNING FOR WEB ATTACK DETECTION
The early publications on SQL-specific research of Deep Learning date back to 2005. William [17] outlined AMNESIA tool, a method to detect SQLIA using Neural Networks was. Valeur et al. [18] proposed a method to identify queries that did not match multiple models of typical queries at runtime, including string model and data type-independent model. Though it did not reach high accuracy, the method proved high potential of deep learning in malicious query detection. Cova et al. (2007) [19] presented Swaddler, an approach for detection of attacks against web applications, specifically against those developed using PHP. The proof-of-concept analyses the internal state of a web application and learns the relationships between the application's critical execution points and the application's internal state.
As opposed to supervised learning, Bockermann et al. (2009) [20] proposed an approach of using clustering (''internal self organizing maps'') for modelling SQL statements to parse tree structure of SQL queries as features, e.g., for correlating SQL queries with applications and distinguishing malicious and non-malicious queries.
Cheon (2013) [21] introduced a method for SQLIA detection using Bayesian classifies as well as data set randomisation method for training purposes.
For evaluation and verification purposes Pan et al. (2018) [22] presented a way to classify the feasibility of using machine learning for web application intrusion detection, outlined limitations and challenges for the deep learning implementations, as well as described RSMT, a tool that uses DNN and autoencoders for semi-supervised and unsupervised learning for web attack detection, including SQLIA.
Gurina and Eliseev [23] focus on two common types of attacks: ''denial of service'' and ''code injection.'' A new lightweight approach to detect attacks as anomalies is proposed, by using an autoencoder for dynamic response anomaly recognition, with the detection rate against flood attacks ranging between 61.9% and 98.5%
B. MACHINE LEARNING WITH DATASET PRE-PROCESSING
The recent were published by Cai et al (2017) [24] and Edalat et al (2018) [25] . Cai et al outlined a method of conversion of Natural language into SQL queries using CNN and RNN, as well as provide techniques for pre-processing and post-processing of input data and queries (encoding and decoding). Edalat et al research SQL injection detection for Android application using concolic execution method and present a tool ConsiDroid. The paper also outlines the dataset generation approach to multiply the number of malicious samples.
Selected authors use empty spaces for pre-processing classification. A pre-processing approach, presented by Valeur et al. [18] , replaces variables with ''empty space'' placeholders, generating a ''skeleton query'' and creating a set of query ''profiles.' ' Cheon (2013) [21] presented a pre-processing algorithm (''converter''), that dissects SQL query into keywords and identifies them by the position of blank spaces: right side, both, or none.
In the survey 
C. DETECTION RATES OF EXISTING SYSTEMS
Dussel et al. (2008) [26] introduced a payload-based anomaly detection method through incorporating structural information obtained from a protocol analyser, with the detection accuracy of 49% for SQL and PHP code injection attacks. Li (2015) [30] proposed a method based on auto-encoders and deep belief network, using KDDCUP'99 dataset, with the final accuracy up to 92,10%. Dong (2017) [28] , claimed to achieve 94.79% accuracy. In 2018, Yan et al. [27] presented a deep learning method to detect code injection attacks on hybrid applications. The detection rate of the method was 97,55-97,60%.
The theoretical overview has shown that the existing methods are sufficient to detect conventional SQL injection attacks, and have potential to detect sophisticated and innovative ones. However, the implementations and configuration of the neural networks, as well as the training time, tend to be sub-optimal.
Our proposed approach, COODLE, attempts to confirm the existing SQLIA detection capabilities, but with an improved learning time and consequent need for large datasets and relevant availability/processing costs.
III. BACKGROUND
Code injection vulnerabilities (injection flaws) occur when an application sends untrusted data to an interpreter. Injection flaws are most often found in SQL, LDAP, XPath, or NoSQL queries, OS commands, XML parsers, SMTP headers, program arguments, etc. Injection flaws tend to be easier to discover when examining source code than via testing [31] . Traditionally, scanners and fuzzers can detect injection flaws. However, they fail in sophisticated attacks, in particular with unknown vectors [32] .
A. SQL INJECTION
SQL injection is a code injection technique, used to attack data-driven applications, in which intentionally malformed SQL statements are inserted into an entry field for execution (e.g., to reveal database structure or contents, manipulate the database, etc.) [33] . It must exploit the user input with either incorrectly filtered for string literal escape characters VOLUME 7, 2019 embedded in SQL statements, or not strongly typed and unexpectedly executed. SQL injection is a typical attack vector for web applications, but can be used to attack any type of SQL database software.
To gain access or make changes to data, the attacker adds Structured Query Language code to the input field of a web form or an HTTP/S request header. SQL injection vulnerability allows the attacker to flow commands directly to the web application's underlying database and affect both functionality and confidentiality.
For example, a legitimate administrator will be authenticated after typing: employee id=112 and password=admin. Figure 2 describes a login attempt by an attacker exploiting SQL Injection vulnerability [34] . It is carried out in three steps: 1) an attacker sends the malicious HTTP request to the web application; 2) creates the SQL statement; and 3) submits the SQL statement to the back-end database. The above SQL statement is algorithmically always true due to the Boolean tautology (OR 1=1). Thus, the application allows access to the restricted resource as an administrator without verifying if the password is correct [34] .
SQL Injection attacks can be classified according to different criteria [34] , [36] , [37] , such as attacker's intent (extracting data, determining database schema, adding data, evading detection, performing denial of service, executing remote commands) and/or technical methods (Tautologies, Illegal/Logically Incorrect Queries, Union Query, Piggy-backed Queries, Stored Procedure, Alternate Encodings, Blind Injection, Timing Attacks).
B. JAVASCRIPT INJECTION AND CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING
Cross-site scripting (XSS) is a type of vulnerability that enables attackers to inject client-side scripts into web pages viewed by other users and to bypass access controls such as the same-origin policy [38] . In 2017, a bug bounty company HackerOne reported XSS to be a major threat vector [39] . XSS effects vary in range from information disclosure to significant security risk, based on the sensitivity of the data being handled.
XSS attacks can be stored, reflected, and DOM based [40] . Stored attacks are those where the injected script is permanently stored on the target servers, such as in a database, in a message forum, visitor log, comment field, etc. The victim then retrieves the malicious script from the server when the server requests the stored information. Reflected attacks are those where the injected script is reflected off the web server, such as in an error message, search result, or any other response that includes some or all of the input sent to the server as part of the request. They target victims via another route, such as in an e-mail message, or on some other website. When a user is tricked into clicking on a malicious link, submitting a specially crafted form, or even just browsing to a malicious site, the injected code travels to the vulnerable web site, which reflects the attack back to the user's browser. The browser then executes the code as it comes from a ''trusted'' server.
C. DEEP LEARNING
Deep learning is based on learning data representations, as opposed to task-specific algorithms. Though with a vast potential for detecting evolving threats, it has a number of challenges in application due to semantic gap, difficulties of results evaluation, and high cost of misclassification [41] .
Deep learning can be supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised. As per [42] unsupervised learning is unstable, it detects any types of network anomalies, creating many false positives, thus requiring significant post-processing of the output events, like in DarkTrace [43] . This technique does not require any datasets with examples, as it learns from the existing flow of data. It has been thoroughly researched for application in detection of inconsistencies and anomalies in network flow behaviour. Meanwhile, semi-supervised learning implies a small amount of known correlations, before proceeding to the clustering of the unknown data, and can be implemented in network intrusion detection systems for large networks, using pre-trained models, that improve their performance the longer they are active inside a specific network. Supervised learning is a task of devising a function that maps an input to a desired output based on provided ''input vs desired output'' pairs [44] . It is used for the detection of similarities of inputs with known patterns of symbols, words, operators, events, and combinations, solving classification problem. This type of predictive analysis yields less false events (i.e., the sum of false positives and false negatives) as compared to unsupervised machine learning, yet requires a large dataset of existing examples with known features.
Signature-based intrusion detection is typically done using static analysis, while anomaly-based intrusion detection is developed using supervised or unsupervised machine learning techniques [45] . However, anomaly detection further implies unsupervised learning without known outcomes during training cycle, while the supervised learning framework usually matches the known ''malicious'' output. Gurina and Eliseev [23] provide an overview of anomaly-based detection methods for web attack detection, specifically against denial of service attacks and SQLIA.
Convolutional neural network as a set of multiple perceptrons has multiple inputs and multiple outputs. A line or an encoded group of symbols can be forwarded into the neural network and output will provide a set of decisions based on the correlation algorithm. Convolutional neural network was selected for the experiment due to low computational requirements for this specific task, as it does not require sequential output for this specific implementation, and the input dataset is multi-dimensional. CNN are special feedforward networks with layers having a reduced parameter set due to the training of translation-invariant filters with a limited locally-receptive field.
There are still constraints in deep learning application, such as retraining a neural network when the dataset is changed, inconsistency with pattern prediction, finding the optimal shape of a deep neural network. However we hypothesise to be efficient for the set goal.
The notions of batch size and epoch are used in the present paper. The former defines the subset of samples used for each parameter set update. The latter defines the number of times the whole training set is processed (i.e. one training set pass = one epoch).
The batch size defines the number of samples that will be propagated through the network in a single training step. The use of batch size smaller than the number of training samples in the dataset requires less memory for training and makes the network train faster, while reducing the accuracy of the estimate.
Epoch is a one full pass over the entire training dataset, used to separate training into distinct phases for evaluation. Thus, a number of epochs shows how many times the neural network learns from the same training set.
For the attack simulation Damele and Stampar (2012) [46] presented a method of automatic SQL injection and developed a tool SQLmap, which is now a part of most security testing toolkits and operating systems.
IV. APPROACH A. OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE
As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , and as discussed in more details later on in each dedicated subsection, CODDLE relies on a supervised approach. During the training phase, CODDLE is fed with a dataset comprising labeled entries (input queries, injected code payloads, etc). Rather than using a specific (e.g. pre-configured) Convolutional Deep Neural Network (CNN), CODDLE optimizes the CNN shape and parameters through a local search technique, i.e. by comparatively testing different model alternatives and selecting the best performing set of parameters. The selected trained Deep Neural Network is then used during the online phase to take decisions on online queries. Moreover, as shown on Figure 4 , during the online operation an optional module enforcing static filtering via signature checks may be added to the processing pipeline. As it is a classical approach, we will not discuss it further in this paper -numerical results have been purposefully obtained without any static check, i.e., without accounting for such an optional filtering stage.
The main novelty of CODDLE consists in the introduction of a pre-processing module, used in either training as well as in the online phases. The role of such a pre-processing module is to accelerate the training and improve the detection rate by means of two complementary strategies:
• filter out ''noisy'' information from the input queries (such as column or table names), by this removing duplicates from the dataset, and
• enrich the original queries with semantic labels (operator/symbol types). Indeed, while the rationale for the first item is quite obvious, the intuition behind such a second item is more subtle. Roughly speaking, the goal of a well-trained neural network is to ''understand'' the role of a specific symbol or operator. To accelerate such process, our idea is to VOLUME 7, 2019 transform (encode) the original query into a different pattern, by adding domain-specific knowledge in the form of ''type'' labels, which will therefore recur more often in the traces and will hence be more readily ''learned'' by the CNN. Concretely, we have tested in this paper an approach which replaces an otherwise atomic expression (such as an escape symbol, a separator, or an operator e.g., the string ''SELECT'') with a code pair. This is a pair of entries (C, T ) where T (a numeric value) is the Type of the considered symbol, i.e., a label meant to identify the class to which the atomic symbol belongs, and C, again a numeric value, it an encoding of the symbol itself in that class. So far, as discussed in the next section, we have limited to three types, but in principle the approach can be obviously generalized to any alternative pre-classification. The original query is therefore transformed in a sequence of numeric codes, which is then fed to the Neural Network.
In terms of implementation, as shown in the flowchart, the pre-processing module relies on encoding rules which can be externally provided as a ruleset, thus permitting to change the encoding strategy, and hence make CODDLE a very flexible and re-programmable tool.
In Figure 3 Dataset and Encoding are text files with lines of code, that are used by the pre-processing algorithm to convert Dataset into a CNN-readable format using values from the Encoding file. After pre-processing the queries from the dataset, and before padding every transformed array to a fixed length, CODDLE compares the configured maximum initial length to the length of the longest pre-processed query in the dataset. CNN is trained repeatably until loss value is satisfactory or stops improving. For a small dataset, such as ours, the loss should be below 0.05, or even 0.02. The limitation was added to CODDLE to stop training the model with one set of configurations, and move to another set of configurations, due to the fact that in many cases the loss value does not improve below 0.08. For example, the use of charcode preprocessing and CNN with an SQL dataset, cleared of duplicated, does not reduce the loss value below 0.20. Thus, corrections have to be added to the dataset, In Figure 4 The input query is pre-processed with the same encoding as the dataset in Figure 3 , and compared to the ''signature dataset'' using the traditional static method. If the ''signature'' is not in the dataset, it is analysed using the trained model. If the probability of the query being malicious is more than 50%, CODDLE generates an notification (alert).
B. DATASET PRE-PROCESSING
We use SQL injection attacks and XSS attacks as examples of code injection attacks, for evaluation purposes. The input features used for the analysis include operators, expressions, and escape symbols, as well as the classification identifier.
As compared to methods of pre-processing in [18] and [21] , we present pre-processing based on the type of the keyword or symbol, completely ignoring blank spaces, as they can be masqueraded by attackers or otherwise irrelevant for some programming languages. The controversy of removing variables and values from statements like 1=1 and 2=0, leaving only equation symbol and removing some potential trigger conditions, was addressed in [47] .
For the experimental purposes, we tested two methods. Our initial approach, which we later abandoned in favour of the next one, was only based on removal of randomness from the trace. All the remaining operators, escape symbols, and expressions where then coded as a single value. For example, in the SQL case, every escape symbol was encoded as a value between 0 and 9, expressions were encoded with values between 10 and 19, and programming language operators were mapped to values above 20, based on the language complexity and a syntax file provided.
We then realized that a better encoding mechanism consists in mapping each command/symbol not as a single value, but as a pair of values, where one of such values (the type of command/symbol/expression), serving as a simple semantic label. More specifically, the encoding algorithm converts words and symbols into numeric tokens and pairs them with an identifier (0 for operators, 1 for expressions and 2 for escape symbols) and processes them as a pattern. Note that such an approach, which we quantitatively found to give superior performance than our initial one, does not require modifications in the CNN: the neural network remains unaware about the pairwise structure of the encoded query, and still processes it as a single unstructured sequence of bytes.
Since any queries or lines of code have variable lengths, pre-processing the dataset for the neural network training requires padding for the lines that do not have enough symbols to match a fixed width of the sequence. Figure 5 presents an example of query pre-processing before the training or classification by the neural network (removing variables and values, classifying and encoding). For completeness and visualisation, additional examples are presented in Fig. 6 . The ''Merge'' list is padded with zeroes, and an additional 1 or 0 to provide a supervised knowledge if the query is an injection attempt or not. The final training data set is formed with a list of those padded queries.
Language syntax file contains the exhaustive set of programming language ''words'' and operators, while the algorithm strips variables and values, thus preventing the system from encountering unknown symbols or issues with encoding.
C. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH
CODDLE detects malicious queries using a model-based approach. Supervised learning was selected for the current research as the optimal solution to the problem, that has many existing examples (SQL injection and XSS) and requires a non-linear decision-making.
After the neural model is trained, it has a fixed number of input neurons. It remains unchanged after the full configuration and is never updated. After the successful review of event history by the evaluation function, the system can select the best performing neural model and trains next set of neural models with the set best parameters from the previous cycle, changing the next variable parameter in the list. For the neural model to be fully updated, it has to be retrained with the new dataset.
When the test input query is longer than the number of input neurons, it is analysed again, whether it can be split into multiple smaller queries using ''new line'' symbols and ''escape'' symbols as split points.
The presented method also addresses problems of detection of the multi-level code encapsulation without any additional pre-processing.
With the given dimensionality of the data set we used Convolutional 1D layers (as the input is a single pattern of values) instead of 2D.
D. OPTIMISATION
Optimisation is a critical component to our method. Neural models of different shape under the same conditions (same dataset, same number of training cycles, etc.), once evaluated, show different detection rates ranging from 40% to 94%. Manual selection of the optimal neural network shape and training settings is a stochastic method that requires significant time of trial and error by re-evaluating the program with numerous parameters, and does not always result in the most optimal outcomes. Optimisation algorithms allow to automate this process and select the highest performing configuration of parameters, without manual re-configuration. Local search is used in the experiment for the optimisation in CODDLE, by changing parameters of the neural network, such as the number of hidden layers, number of neurons in a hidden layer, training batch size, number of epochs. The output of CODDLE yields the optimal configuration for future retraining in future implementations.
In the neural network for our specific application the first deep layer should be wider than the input layer, while all the following deep neural layers have to be shorter than the preceding ones, gradually reducing the number of neurons to one in the output layer.
For optimisation we change the training parameters only, the mathematical model of the neural network remains the same. The features that might affect optimisation process include a number of training cycles, a number of neurons in a hidden layer (or layers) of a neural network, number of hidden layers, batch size of the patterns sent from the dataset to the input of the neural network, types of the optimisers.
In addition to the external parameters (number of neurons, training cycles, etc.), Le (2011) [48] , provides insight into the optimisation methods of the machine learning mathematical models.
V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY A. DATASET
For the analysis, before the initial neural network training, the script converts ''input'' query (or injected code) into a sequence and pads with zeroes to reach the maximum query length, forming a training dataset out of provided files [49] . Dataset of XSS payloads was taken from the GitHub repository [50] . The syntax files are formed from the publicly available lists of programming language files.
Convolutional Neural Network requires patterns of fixed length for input data. Minimal sufficient width of the dataset is equal to the longest pre-processed query and defines the number of input neurons.
The system uploads and converts all queries from the dataset of the input line from the text file into a pattern of pairs (value and category) and pads it with ''0'' to match the length of the longest query in the dataset. The non-malicious patterns are then padded with an extra ''0,'' while lines from the malicious dataset are padded with ''1.' ' In unique cases, when a malicious query attempts to masquerade the injection splitting the operator with escape characters, the pre-processing algorithm converts letter to a charcode and classifies it as a symbol. This approach also solves the challenge when multiple programming languages are chained for sophisticated code injections (e.g., non-web application code execution through code injection in web application).
B. METRICS
CODDLE uses the dataset of queries to train multiple deep neural networks. As they are trained, the part (20%/30%/50%) of the dataset, that has already been marked with expected outputs (1 or 0) and has not been used for training, is used for testing of the trained neural models instead.
As soon as several neural models with changing parameters are trained, the system selects the model with minimal loss value and maximum acc value. The ''best'' model is then evaluated with the test dataset, and the predictions (outputs) of the neural model are compared to the expected results, calculating True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN ), False Positives (FP), and False Negatives (FN ). Following this step, the system calculates accuracy, precision, and recall at the end of the evaluation process.
The optimisation is automated and CODDLE will process data aiming for minimal resource usage for future training, allowing the output models to be tested and deployed on lowcomputational-power devices, even as an ad-hoc hardware.
The method of machine learning is justified by the potential to detect new attacks, when the signature database was not been updated yet and by the ability to operate with less knowledge about the attack.
The detection rate is high due to the small size of the dataset. And the adversarial dataset composition is limited due to the limited number of SQL query combinations. Thus, minimising the number of training cycles and batch size is detrimental to reducing the overtraining.
Key indicators for CODDLE performance evaluation are calculated as follows:
Those key indicators are only statistical, and can fluctuate based on the size and composition of the training dataset, as well as if the samples in the testing dataset differ from the samples in the training dataset or are the same.
VI. RESULTS
The experiment was performed in multiple steps:
1) Pre-process the dataset detect minimal sufficient size of the patter to avoid excessive padding 2) Identify optimal number of hidden layers for the neural network 3) Identify maximum batch size with minimal number of epochs (training cycles)
4) Evaluate the model with testing dataset and statistical analysis To assess viability on commodity hardware, experiments were conducted on a standard PC with an Inter Core i7-6500U (4 CPU cores). The training runtime of CODDLE ranges between 2 and 10 minutes for the basic training for a single neural network, and up to 1 hour if it needs to find the best shape of the neural network with given settings.
A. NEURAL MODEL TRAINING
The output layer is set to 1 neuron to output a single variable, ideally 1 or 0, or percentage in between: potentially non-malicious (0.00-0.49) or potentially malicious (0.50-1.00). After reaching good accuracy and minimal loss, none of the values are close to 0.50, and they gravitate heavily to 0 or 1. Same logic is applied to a second output neuron for programming language attribution.
The number of neurons in the input layer is defined by the largest item in the dataset (in our dataset any SQL query had no more than 500 values in a single pattern, while any JavaScript line had no more than 3000 values). The triangular shape of the neural network ensures that a pattern of 500-3000 numbers is processed to have only one value in the output layer. Thus, every next layer has gradually less neurons than the previous one. For example, the input layers was set to 500 neurons, the first hidden layers -600 neurons, and the second (if any) to 100 neurons. The output neuron remained 1 for all of the experiments.
After pre-processing and removal of duplicates, dataset is split 80%/20%, where 80% of the dataset (both malicious and non-malicious) is used to train the Deep Neural Network, and 20% of the dataset is used to evaluate the accuracy, precision, and recall of the dataset. Accuracy between 92% and 94% on average. Alternatively, the dateset is split 70/30% and 50/50% for evaluation.
For additional evaluation the dataset was shuffled, to validate detection rate over multiple experiments with similar settings.
B. EVALUATION OF THE DETECTION METHOD
Unbalanced dataset with duplicates introduces a bias into the neural model, and the model detects all queries as malicious or as non-malicious. Before the initial tests, we ran CODDLE without pre-processing function (see Figure 7) , simply encoding each symbol of the query into a charcode. This type of encoding has limitation against attacks that change sequences FIGURE 7. Performance of the NN on dataset for SQL injection detection [49] without pre-processing.
of symbols in the injection query. The loss parameter has never gone below 0.30 under the same conditions.
As experiments show, with loss value of 0.10-0.07 it is possible to achieve relatively high accuracy of attack prediction with a small dataset. Neural network shape in this particular example is as follows: 500 neurons in the input layers, 600 neurons in the first hidden layer, 400 neurons in the second hidden layers, and 1 neuron in the output layer.
With no pre-processing the detection results are suboptimal for a sophisticated threat detection system. The implementation of pre-processing aids the neural network with pattern recognition, providing it additional knowledge about the query and the language, thus, improving the detection rate for selected language. In Figures 9 and 10 the split of the dataset reduces the number of training samples and increases the number of testing samples. As training dataset is different from the testing dataset, the complexity increases for the neural model and the accuracy of the output reduces. However, this issue can be partially resolved by increasing the number of training cycles. For example, training of an 80/20 split model may take 20 epochs, which training of a 50/50 split model may take up to 50 epochs. Unbalanced SQL dataset contains 13000 malicious entries and 1020 legitimate entries and yields detection accuracy of 92.2-94.0%. Those results are achieved with 20-22 epochs training, without overtraining the system. Bigger data set will require more time to train, and potentially less epochs, as it will have more samples.
C. DISCUSSION AND EXTENSIONS
Overfitting -Overfitting [51] is ''the production of an analysis that corresponds too closely or exactly to a particular set of data, and may therefore fail to fit additional data or predict future observations reliably.'' A pragmatic approach to control overfitting consists in avoiding an excessive training. We experimentally found out that for the type and size of datasets used in the experimental results, a neural network training not exceeding 20 epochs (training cycles) was adequate.
Randomness removal and Boolean statementsPre-processing removes variables and values from the analysed dataset. By removing this randomness from the queries, the method simplifies the equation. Ignoring Boolean statements (True and False) may cause the loss of ''trigger'' conditions. E.g., for CODDLE the statement 1=1 means the same as 2=0, as only equation symbol is processed. The implementation of the additional category of values and variables in the method may improve the efficiency and detection rate, while significantly increasing the complexity of the code.
Batch size -Our CNN is fed with sequences of the same size. We therefore selected a sufficiently large batch size so as to accommodate the worst case query in each dataset, and used padding (after pre-processing encoding). Obviously, in an online, dynamic, deployment, even if we set a ''large'' batch size, an attacker may always generate a malicious injection pattern that can be longer than the neural network input capacity. In this case a pragmatic mitigation technique consists in making sure that the system will not process a query longer than a given maximum size, but will simply reject it.
Extension to other attacks beyond SQL and XSSEven if, for the sake of experimental evaluation, we have restricted our quantitative analysis to two datasets/attack types (SQL and XSS), we remark that the proposed code injection detection method is general, and can be applied to any other programming language. For every new language, it suffices to change the encoding module, and use a specific encoder customized to the specificities of the considered language (i.e., supply a file that contains programming language syntax).
Data preparation -Our approach requires queries to be expressed in terms of native code. In the case of encoded queries (e.g., Base64), such data has to be additionally pre-processed and converted into the code to be forwarded to the system. Also, during training, dataset should be filtered and duplicates should be removed as they may affect the precision and accuracy of the system.
Additional static / signature-based analysis -although in this paper we focused only on the neural network part, our CODDLE prototype is designed with the capability to integrate further processing modules, devised to support static method and analyses on whether the query fully matches with the existing signatures in a known database of examples.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed CODDLE, a system devised to detect code injection attacks using Convolutional (Deep) Neural Network.
In order to circumvent the demanding training requirements that Convolutional Neural Networks bring about, CODDLE introduces an original pre-processing technique.
Rather than processing the raw code injection data, CODDLE transforms the original data into an encoded pattern. On one side, such an encoding removes randomness in the original data. On the other side, and more significantly, CODDLE encodes each originally atomic symbol, command or instruction into a <code,type> pair. This permits not only to retain the information about the original symbol, but also to add a simple semantic label which helps the neural network to ''understand'' the role of the specific symbol or operator itself, thus significantly reducing the training needs.
Numerical results have been produced on two real-world datasets encompassing both SQL and XSS attacks. The results show that CODDLE provides excellent detection detection performance, up to 94% accuracy, 99% precision, and a 93% recall value.
Finally, the CODDLE system is being developed as a highly modular framework, which does not rely on ''hardcoded'' syntax of programming or scripting languages, but permits to change the type of pre-processing via a configuration module, thus allowing the method to be used for any programming language that allows code injection attacks.
We believe that the flexibility of the programming language syntax encoding, in conjunction with the possibility to add supplementary modules devised to static (e.g. signaturebased) analysis makes of CODDLE a versatile tool, which may find compelling application also in different intrusion detection scenarios, such as critical infrastructure and CBRNe. Indeed, We plan to release a first version of CODDLE as public-domain software once this paper will appear.
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